
Istituto Svizzero is pleased to present “Delve of Spade”, the first solo presentation in Italy by the
Swiss based artist Mathis Altmann. 

“Delve of Spade” is an antiquated term. It is out of fashion, yet evokes weathered, vintage desires.
Rarely used in contemporary English, its German equivalent, Spatenstich, is commonly used to
describe the ceremonial act of breaking the soil to celebrate the construction of a new building. It is
an artisanal first dig, executed by hands before heavy machinery takes over. It is a nostalgic act that
harkens back to bare naked human effort and the suffering blistered hand. 

Altmann’s exhibition connects issues mined in his previous projects this year: the growing
ubiquitousness of tech-related aesthetics in urban architecture, commerce, and social interaction.
Resonating from his sculptures is an attempt not to lecture, but to render inefficient these same
objects that power commercial desirability. Claims on clear positions disappear into a dreamscape,
and questions about models of rejection and embracement appear. 

Central to the exhibition are new sculptures and an installation which mock open workspace
environments, a common aesthetic turned global phenomena throughout trade-oriented metropolitan
centres. These areas designed for the needs of cognitive workforces and new form of mobile,
transient labour. Homogenous and repetitive, so recognizable so as not to distract. Streamlined for
efficiency. Easy to plug into. 

Altmann’s commute to his studio in Los Angeles takes him through an explosion of the latest test-
epicentre and its offshoot urban developments. One of them is known as “The Arts-District”, a
former industrial dead-zone turned “Fallout zone”(in the artist’s words), supercharged with designer
protein supplements and real estate on steroids that intimidate neighbouring cities. 

Capturing encounters in the “Fallout zone”, Altmann funnels materials and re-created developments
into narratives for his sculptures. In “Delve of Spade”, like in a play or film, objects become
scenographic tools.
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